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ABSTRACT This article discusses the development process 
associated with mobile communications.  Through a comparison of 
ground mobile communications and satellite mobile communications, 
it points out the necessity of developing satellite mobile 
communications. Through a comparison of synchronous orbit and low 
orbit mobile communications and a comparison of single beams and 
multiple beams, a course of development is put forward for 
satellite mobile communications suited to China's actual economic 
strength and satellite technology level. Besides participating in 
a pan national satellite mobile communications system to resolve 
partial international mobile communications, we should go down the 
path of developing synchronous orbit, multiple beam satellite 
mobile communications. 

SUBJECT TERMS Mobile service satellite communications 
Analysis China 



1 INTRODUCTION 

Satellite mobile communications is a very rich and attractive 
new field in satellite communications.  It will open up a new era 
in globel personal communications.  In conjunction with this, it 
very, very greatly promotes the development of society's 
"informationizing".  It possesses important significance with 
regard to such developments as economic and military.  In 
conjuction with this, it possesses very high commercial value. As 
a result, it is drawing serious attention from a good number of 
nations day by day.  One after the other, development plans are 
drawn up and companies are set up to carry out technological 
development.  An international competitive upsurge is just in the 
midst of appearing.  This article compares ground mobile 
communications and satellite mobile communications.  It compares 
synchronous satellites and nonsynchronous satellites.  In 
conjunction with that, it carries out a comprehensive analysis with 
regard to the use of new technologies associated with satellite 
mobile communications, probing into routes and directions 
associated with China's satellite mobile communications 
development. 

2 DEVELOPMENT AND COMPARISON OF SATELLITE MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS 
AND GROUND MOBILE COMMUNICAITONS 

2.1 Development of Ground Mobile Communications 

In the 1970's, Bell Telephone Laboratories put forward the 
concept and theory associated with cellular systems.  In 1979, on 
the basis of this theory, AMPS (ADVANCDE MOBILE PHONE SYSTEM) 
service was implemented as well as comprehensive testing of system 
performance.  In conjunction with this, it was put into commercial 
use. 

The initial steps in China's mobile communications were 
relatively late. In the early 1980*s, China designed its own small 
capacity 8 frequency channel public mobile telephone system.  It 
began to be put into use in Shanghai.  Such large cities as 
Beijing, Guangzhou, Shanghai, and so on, are just in the midst of 
turning their hands to the construction and use of cellular type 
public mobile communications networks associated with program 
controled switching technology and microprocessor control. 
Moreover, public wireless paging service began in the early 1980's 
and developed rapidly after that. 

2.2 Development of Satellite Mobile Communications Systems 

Satellite mobile communications systems refer to moving 
objects, such as vehicles, ships, aircraft, individual people, and 
so on, making use of satellites to carry out communications 
services.  It is an extremely lively realm of newly developed 
satellite communications. The development of it will open up a new 



era in global personal communications. /25 

m^i
AS far a^ ma*inq U-Se °f ^stationary satellites to carry out 

mobile communications is concerned, first uses were made for 
military purposes. In the 1970's, it expanded into civilian uses 
The international maritime satellite organization set up the 
world's first global mobile communications sateUiL system  In 
conjunction with this, it developed toward land and air mobile 
communications service. mooiie 

™1+. Jn  the, last fe? Years, a number of companies in the world have 
«Lf??Trd' °ne ;fter the other' the utilizing of low orbit 
satellite groups to organize networks, realizing satellite mobile 
communications systems with global coverage.  Frequency bLSsfo? 
which option is made for usage are UHF and L frequency bands 

2.3 Fiber Optic Communications 

In the last few years, the development of fiber optic 
Jf^oations has be/n extremely fast, in large and medium cities 
as well as regions of population concentrations, fiber optic 
communications add regional mobile communications, causing the 
quality of communications, capacity, and sensitivity to all achieve 
extremely large increases.  However, in such frontier reaionsal 

liTli c^ef andatShe?eV° °a' the~are geographical lÄions 
inr,ai\3 ' * the5e.ls no waY to lay fiber optics or, from the 
angle of economics, it is considered not to be appropriate to lav 
fiber optics, and cellular network areas are set up. Mthe Y 

present time, mobile communications have still not been decided on. 

MAK1-1
COnPariS°n 2? Satellite Mobile Communications and Ground Mobile Communications uu 

relativ^v^?^1^ mob^e
1 
communications which have developed 

relatively fast are cellular telephones and call forwardina 
devices  Due to the fact that there are limits on £he effective 
^£H 2- m?b1-6 su5scribe^ transmission stations (circus of 5- 
15km radius), in order to cover subscriber wandering areas, it is 
necessary to set up enormous relay networks. As a result 
investment costs are large. Monthly rental fees are high!  it is 
only Possible to concentrate on large cities or busy areas on th! 
n?mni??S °f hl^ays. It is not possible to resolve the problems 
of mobile communications in the whole country or the whole world 
This is Particularly the case in China's border regions  I? is' 
difficult to spread cellular telephones to large farming villages 
or even medium and small cities.  Due to the fact that  VlllageS 

arr?hiCa^°nS ra?geS ale  broad' satellite mobile communications 
SoSnSn P  ™ ^°1Ce f°r resolvin9 Pan national and even global 
Tarii ^^^oations  The initial investment may be comparatively 
large.  The decisive factor is the number of subscribers 
Following along with improvements in satellite technology', batches 
of subscriber devices will grow, in the end, lowering uXr initial 
installation costs and monthly rental fees, thus entering into a 



positive cycle.  A comparison of satellite and ground mobile 
communications is shown in Table 1. 

SSÜ/oESläSSn? SateUite MOb±le c°—i«tions and Ground 

Catagory 

Communications Range 
Coverage <Range 

Frequency Band 
Frequency Complex 
Utilization Rate 
Communications 
Capacity 
Communications Quality 

For Communications in 
Regions Undeveloped 
Economically and in 
Communications 
One Time Investment 
(Covering the Whole 
Country or the Whole 
World) 
Level of Universality 

Ease of Connection to 
Ordinary Telephone 
Networks 

Satellite Mobile 
Communications 

Long 
A Nation, A Region, 
Even Up to Global 
UHF, Ku, Ka, L 

High 

Large 
Good 

Effective 

Large - 
In Development and 
Application Phase 

Easy 

Ground Mobile 
Communications 

Short 
Local Region 

SW, L, UHF 

High 

Large 
Good (Somewhat 
Worse Than the 
Quality Making 
Use of Short 
Wave) 

Ineffective 

Even Larger 
Comparatively 
Universal in 

Large and Medium 

Cities 

Easy 

2.5 Relationships Linking Satellite Mobile Communication and 
Satellite Navigation and Positioning Technology 

Mobile communications and navigational positioninq are 
primarily services for mobile users. Navigation is mobile users 
acquiring their own position and speed information from navigation 
systems, guiding their own courses. Positioning, by contrast, is 
letting a third party know the mobile subscriber's position. In/26 
this type of situation, mobile subscribers who possess navigation 
systems, need to have mobile communications working together  When 



mobile subscribers possessinn inorfi,i 
making,use of cUffe^^'iSL^S^icte^SSJ^"- require 
precisions, mobile communications are Pl ! increase measurement 
Moreover, it is generally mSbi?e sSsc?ISers°^ lndisPens^le. 
xnertial navigation who JCVB «J5 J     8 ho make use of 

agencies and ?ece?ve command Control  "^ St3tUS t0 Conunand 

-quir^ner^^ are also ones who 
a number of mobile communications SvsJSSi g' Moreover, there are 
system itself -which the?r^™ ^^-£***B>.  the "^idium" 
associated with mobile users f even iTSi9   Potion coordinates 
then is it possible on the bS H    accuracy is rough). Only 
users are located ai ?Lt ?i^e ?D L?°uf can "hm  wande^ng Y 

result, with regard to user^who ?eaSirePin^^Pf°CeS-eS-  As a 
positioning, and, at the same tiiJ 9=tf lner*lal navigation and 
communications-besides deSSns^hs „? f° reqU1?e «obile 
(for example, GPS/SIOMSS?"S mStS *** navi*ati°nal receivers 
and connect them together a? the sÜf c?mmunications user devices 
into the taking of precision naviaaHon ^r^6 -a need to Pro^e 
mobile communications and com^fnina th?m +-  D°sitl°ning as well as 
Dual satellite positioning Sterns9 inSlJ?ge1:he^ lnto one system, 
functions in these two areas  Towev^^  simultaneously possess 
present time are onlv canahT^ «? K®J® ' t*eir desiSns at the 
brief data.  ?hey are s?ill no? aht^

eCp10nal-transmission °* 
their fly in the^nLent!1 JnLJna^ioLfSvTfav?^^-  Th±S ±S 
organizations have proposed makino »i« «i  Z      aviation 
inertial navigation and position^ /,f 4- f autonoinous satellite 
satellite mobile communications teJL**?* ?*  Wel1 as independent 
Dependent Surveillance Svst~« dVigns to form "Automatic 
inPthe midst o?l%^^^„.SS^^J?^  are l«t 
positioning and bidirectional communications boSJ £?**  Pass.lve 

-Ä^^^^^ -SOCIATED WITH 

commuScaS Äo?^ ?£h Vr" develoPment i» satellite 
is possible tc^pwvi^e^iatSlit^«^ radiated powers which it 
Antenna dimensions" which can^^pp^ ^US&FL1***?' 
goreovera\gserfa%ndatlatrh9er

ri-     T*** ^ 1^ A* ^1^° 
Zoning £Ä^8^~ it iT^f"? *** Sa?*"ite 

sa2^ ™e to ^— s^s^i^~2sss^with 

fsLäte?wlSS€ 
i-rnational  co^^^^ 



makes antenna diameters go from around 3m (C wave band) to null 
points of several meters (Ku, Ka wave bands).  Moreover, domestic 
trunk line communications also have expanded out further to 
communications associated with various specialized networks farm 
villages and border regions sparcely served by communications 
channels.  Their characteristics are small volume, light weight 
large capacity, and low cost.  It is possible to install them on 
the roofs of buildings.  They are easily moved.  They save on 
communications lines connecting satellite ground stations to users. 

In economic terms, they make a good number of medium and large 
enterprises capable of reception. 

Following along with further stengthening of satellite useful 
load capabilities, there have been further reductions in the size 
of user device antennas. With hemispheric wave coverage, there is 
no need for satellite alignment and tracking. User device volume, 
mass, and price have dropped to a large extent, thereby making 
entry into the realms of mobile communications and individual 
global communications even more convenient.  Moreover, large 
increases in the numbers of users have also further lowered costs 
and rental fees of user devices. 

3.1 Ship Borne Stations 

Due to the needs of oceanic shipping for navigational safety 
and communications over broad ranges of ocean, it is permissible on 
ships to install relatively expensive meter range diameter tracking 
antennas. As a result, ship borne satellite mobile communications 
achieved development first.  As far as hemispheric coverage waves 
associated with satellite borne low ERIP are concerned, only three 
to four geostationary satellites are required, and it is possible 
to realize global mobile communications.  This the key element 
associated with the early success achieved by Inmarsatfl] satellite 
communications.  In essence, it was an extremely scattered form of 
global mobile communications.  China has over 3000 oceanic steam 
ships. At the present time, there are only 101 A model units of 
maritime satellite user stations.  Following along with 
requirements of international maritime organizations, Chinese ocean 
going ships must, from now on, bring in applications of Inmarsat 
channels.  However,  there are large numbers of coastal fishing 
boats, passenger and cargo steamers, and inland river steamers 
which should, by contrast, be brought into the catagory of domestic 
mobile communications. 

Inmarsat has aggressive tendencies toward aviation mobile 
communications and land mobile communications development. 
Miniaturized C reference stations which transmit data at code 
speeds of 600kbit/s suit the current satellite levels.  B/M 
stations developed in association with second generation satellites 
have the ability to provide small numbers of stations which can be 
moved by hand, satisfying the requirements of voice communications. 

However, third generation satellites increase partial beam 



functions.  They are only capable of satisfvina Dart of i-h« 
regalements of busy regions.  But, large aloSnts S concentrated 
beam coverage, by contrast, enters into the cataaorv o? S™1^ 
mobile communications.  Inmarsat's advantage ?ests on  /??^1C 

foundation of maritime satellite communTcatTons  It is  Lfof 
seizing the aviation and land mobile communica^ons'market*ahead of 

3.2 Airborne Stations 

Committees on the future of flicrht- of irfn„Bi.'   , 
organizations propose that, xrom no^on, fircrSS'naviaat^S^nd11 

communications make use of satellites for the most olrt  ?n 
conjunction with this, the two will be taken and c-SSSi 
applications to form automatic dependent surveillan^t^oTno <-v, 
perfecting aerial traffic management tl^^^^r^Si^li' 
the safety of civilian aviation, there is a retirement f«^ 
aviation mobile communications to monopolize ^sff- i6f 6 5MHz 
associated with the L wave band to act as ,,n  nT = „^ ib56,?MH2 

Te^olliV^T™data «*« *££&£ ^^r^ZUi^s are 600bit/s.  In conjunction with this, there is a reauiren^nT^ 
be able to gradually realize voice communications  reqUlrement to 

Ba+-o1T?J°
rev.t  realization of aviation mobile communications 

satellites by various nations in the future, the optimum S?h ic 
the application of the Inmarsat system.  First of aU^J??^ 
low data rate communications and carrying oil  tests of ai?bor^9 

It3?« ooSThint;nnaS'^ntenna gains are increased to arouna ?2dt It is possible to realize voice communications.  On the basis of 
analysis as far as this type of system is concerned? even thouah 
routes it ifSiiT?' ^f**11^ ±n aircraft on international * routes, it is still acceptable in economic terms. 

At the present time, China has over 100 civil aviation 
aircraft.  By the year 2000, this could approximately dou^L  On 
international routes, renting Inmarsat is relaSvelyeasv to' 
realize.  However, with respect to satellite communications 

SS^rafrcraff tltfotn13^ """S" °f ^estiTTAgl^routes as wen as aircraft with other uses, domestic satellite mobile 
communications integration should be taken into consideration. 

3.3 Vehicle Borne Stations 

Vehicle borne stations basically belong to satellite mobile 
anT^1Catl°I!S associated with low speed movements. The vSläiä 
and masses which are acceptable in them, make it so that the^e 
Sole iLtl Tn,fOJi  thS USe °f directional antennas and%r 
simple phase control array antennas. Moreover, their prices must 
be much lower than the prices of motor vehicles, within larae 
cities, cellular telephones are the main competitive opponent 
*Ztltll  mobl1« c°^nications of a pan national scope? £? 
contrast, cannot help but be satellite communications. The maskina 

bnnn?^ **"* thJj type °f Station suffers fr™ vegetationlnd * buildings are worthy of attention. a 



3.4 Hand Held Devices 

This is a higher form of requirement on satellite mobile 
communications.  User devices are only able to opt for the use of 
low gain nondirectional antennas.  Moreover, masses can only be a 
few kilograms. Hand held devices belong to the realm of individual 
mobile communications.  That they require a drop in price goes 
without saying.  In general cases, hand held telephones must 
operate outdoors.  This can create quite a few inconvenient 
situations.  Hand held paging devices, by contrast, can operate 
indoors. 

3.5 Transportable Stations and Fixed or Semifixed Stations in 
Regions with Few Roads 

In principle, this type of station belongs to fixed satellite 
communications.  It permits directional antenna operation.  The 
dimensions and masses of moveable station antennas as well as user 
devices should be smaller than VSAT.  However, compared to mobile 
communications, the relaxation of requirements is, by contrast, 
much more. Moreover, as far as areas with few roads are concerned, 
in principle, it is possible to make use of VSAT to realize 
communications tasks. As a result, this type of station should not 
be the primary service object associated with mobile 
communications.  In areas where it has already been determined to 
realize satellite mobile communications, and mobile user equipment 
prices and rental fees are cheaper than VSAT, this type of user 
requirement can be met by mobile communications. 

4  STATIONARY ORBIT AND LOW ORBIT SATELLITE MOBILE COMMUNICATION 
COMPARISON 

Satellite mobile communications are divided into the two large 
categories of stationary orbit and low orbit. As far as which 
orbit China's mobile communications should opt for the use of is 
concerned, there is a need to carry out analyses and comparisions 
in numerous areas. 

4.1 The Area of Power Transmission and Consumption /28 

With respect to satellites, using power P, effective range R, 
and, in conjunction with that, using beam solid angle ß radiation, 
the flux density ¥ which arrives at user locations on the surface 
of the earth (power on unit surface area) is 

7 = P/(R2 fi) - P/M 



With regard to conical beams 

ß = 4:tsin2(0/4) ^) 

In this, M=R2fi is the satellite beam coverage area.  6 is beam 
width angle. <uu 

Assuming that user antenna area is Ae and all the additional 
consumption is L, then, user received power S is      aaaitional 

S=PAe/(ML) 
or P=SML/Ae 

When signals are transmited to n users, overall satellite 
transmission power is ute 

?z = nSML/A, = nT 

The explanation for this is that, when the required receotion 
signal power S is fixed and the number of users is fixed, the total 
transmission power which is required,   2   , and M/Ae form a 
direct proportion, that is, the ratio of beam coverage spherical 
surface area and user antenna surface area forms a direct 
proportion. However, there is no relationship with effective ranqe 
(that is also nothing else than that there is no direct 
relationship with orbital altitude),  if M makes use of m 
individual beam coverage, then, the total radiated power is also 
capable of dropping to be the original 1/m.  Howeve?, within m 
?f^S'J;he total number of users is maintained invariable. At this 
time, the total transmission power is 

Pz = nSML/(.mAt) = (n/m)P 

It is already known that the gain of antennas on satellites is 

G=47rAsTi /A.2=4mi /ß 
fi=A2/As 

°r -D,=2Vv/^ß (3) 

In this, A is wave length.  As is transmission antenna area on 
efficienc8'  DS dlameter of antennas on satellites. r\  is antenna 

On the basis of the formulae described above, analyses and 
comparisions are carried out with regard to low orbit mobile 
communications systems (using the "Iridium" system [2] to act as an 
example) and geosynchronous satellite systems.  Calculation 
parameters are set out in Table 2. 



Table 2 Comparision of Low Orbits and Synchronous Satellite Orbits 

<ft> 

w   H/km JSS*»- (M/m)/ 
dBm* L/dB P/W a/radl e/c) D,/m 

767.1 
■  1         j      132.39 17 4.43 3.287 123.03 0.12 

37        ]      117.54 16 0.115      j    0.1074 21.22 0.65 

35 786     1 

1 130.10 13 1.04 6.91 X10"3 5.4 2.55 

37 115.24 15 0.054 • 2."59X10*4 
1.0 14 

8 121.89 15 0.25 1.045x10"» 2.1 6.54 

©a* M&rnkR 

Key:  (1) Altitude  (2)  Beam Number  (3)  Note:  With regard to 
various 
types of configurations, S=-165.46dBW/ x = 0.187 tm, Ae = 
0.00056m2 (Changing it into a decibel value, it is -22.52dBm2)  . 

(1) S Calculations 
S is the voice signal power received.  In forward error 

correction code (FEC), opting for the use of a constraining length 
of K-7, efficiency r\  = 3/4. During Weitebi (phonetic) decoding and 
soft determination, the required Eb/No = 3.6dB. 

b is voice code speed.  Option is made for the use of 
compressed voice at 4.8kbit/s. Down link transmission opts for the 
use of time division multichannel TDM systems. After giving 
consideration to encryption efficiency, data rates should be 
selected at 6kbit/s.  When consideration is again given to 
demodulation on satellites and switching between beams, option is 
made for the use of digital speech interpolation technology (DSI). 
When users are not talking, data is not transmited. Average code 
speed can be reduced by half.  Therefore, selection is made of 
b=3kbit/s or b=34.77dBbit/s. When user reception terminal 
equivalent noise temperature is T=300K, /29 

No=KT=-203.83dBW 
S=Eb/No+b+No=-165.46dBW 

(2) Calculation of M/m 
Iridium system orbital altitide is H=767.1km. Mimimum angle 

of elevation associated with user antenna operations is E=10°. 
Because the^geocentric tension angle associated with disk coverage 
is 2a=36.96°, it is thus possible to solve for satellite beam angle 
6=123.03°. The corresponding fi=3.287rad2 . Beam edge slant range 
R=2297.6km.  In accordance with M=R2fl, it is possible to solve for 

10 



results.  M/m is calculated in accordance with beam solid *™i- 
bisection.  However, consideration ie nUr*Z  *« K   solld angle 

«srs A« Sä ?£••" är^ 
region is w tne area of the coverage 

...  - ,  .   M=(ir/4D2xsin E = 130.1dBm2) 
(3) Calculations of Ae 

,„v  0 n  ,  .   Ae=A2/n«5.595xl0-3m2 
(4) Calculations of L 

om+   ifLfar as feeder line losses associated with antennas on 
satellites are concerned, when there are single Seas tKv S™. 
ldB.  When there are multiple beams, they ari 3dB  Low orhif 
T^IT«-7*^  °Perating ^ngle of'elevation f is 10V Issumina 

ring beam gains to approximately 3dB.  This should be deducted £ 

(5)  Calculations of p 
.«, K iu  .formul* <2>/ assume n=l. Results clearly show that as f«r- 
uLri ^i°W °rbltS Snd high orbits are concerned--when 37 beaSs f?e 
used—the average power which is accounted for by eachSDee?h 
A??So»ih°^ Sa?fniteS r°Ughly approaches betSSe?0?SI-o!SS? Although results for synchronous satellites have a sliaht 

lTrtagk^l^T^L^erB'  h°WeVer' req^eai4m.19Beam width is l .  Technical difficulties are increased severlv.  With 
synchronous satellites adjusted for the use of eight bea^s each 
FS™ c£annel "quires a power of 0.25W. Antennldiam^er it 
6.54m. Beam width is 2.1°.  This is close to the paramters of the 
North American mobile satellite communications sys^eT^T? 
Satellite antennas opt for the use of ground beacon trackino 
technology.  It is possible to maintain precisions of ±?!r?3a) 
arrnr! 

h re?JJd to the calculation of communications channels-in 
accordance with reciprocity theorems—the results described abo^e 

necessarf'^hrio?«16/^ "?'  H°WeVer' Certain correSionfare necessary.  The noise temperature on board satellites is 500K 

no^V* KaiSe? ■2'6?dB from the 300K of the ground  up links ;re not capable of opting for the use of digital speech interne?«??™ 
technologies  There is no improvement o? the average code^peS or 
3dB.  If differences in up and down link frequencies are ignored 
up link power should increase 5.63dB, that is, the mLn continuous 

11 



wave power associated with each user device channel should be 3.7 
fold of the down link. 

4.2 Economic Comparisons 

Resolving that domestic coverage of China only reguires one 
geostationary satellite, basic band data is switched between beams 
on the satellite. User angles of elevation are greater than 27°. 
However, low orbit satellites, by contrast, reguire 40-80 
satellites in order to maintain unbroken communications. Elevation 
angles of user terminal operations are capable of dropping to 10°. 
Basic band information needs to be simultaneously switched between 
beams and between satellites.  Resolving domestic coverage by the 
use of geostationary satellites, is comparatively economical in 
terms of funds. 

4.3 Continuity of World Ranges 

Geostationary satellites are capable of going through 
international network methods to resolve global communications. In 
conjunction with this, it is possible, on the basis of user  /30 
distribution densities and user characteristics in different 
regions, to determine coverage ranges and ERIP values associated 
with each satellite.  For example, the ships of maritime regions 
are scattered and few.  Moreover, G/T values on ships or aircraft 
are relatively high.  It is possible to make use of wide beam 
coverage. As far as the ground is concerned, it is possible to opt 
for the use of tracking antennas in order to increase gains. 
Moreover, in areas where population is dense, it is then possible, 
in accordance with terrain reguirements, to design multiple beam 
coverage. Thus, it is possible to save on satellite energy. 

As far as stationary satellite global netting is concerned, 
time delays are, generally, comparatively large.  Going through 
direct switching of data on satellites, it is possible to make 
appropriate improvements. 

4.4 Satellite Mobile Communications Freguency Bands and Beam 
Selection 

From formulae (1), (2), and (3), it is possible to further derive 

P = (SLM/m)x(l/A,) = (SLR1S,/m)x(Sl/l
i) 

= SLR1xQJA, (4) 

In this, S and L are constant values. When orbits and reguired 
coverage areas are determined (This location still takes China's 
land coverage area as the reguired subject), R and fi are also 
constant values.  In expressions, the symbol subscript "s" refers 
to satellite,  "e" refers to earth station. 

(1) Hand Held Device User Terminals 

12 



As far as the requirement for user device ant^nn« 

H-7«7W^ ^^ t0 „low orbit satellites associated with 

Therefore, 37 beams are selected J being? appropriate> 
With regard to static-.ary satellites-dueto the reauirPmPnt 

SrhS°Te"geibeamS.^ be narrow and in accordance wi?h ?he 
technological possibilities—option is made for the use of l*™* 
?^e?-aS; ♦." ±S P°ssible to ^gine three types of situations 9?n 
fo? Sr^^'H08".2,5?1- ThiS type °f ante»na has no need to on? 
realize L LtT^"9 tecl\nol°gy- It is comparatively easy to 
?™i «J* i ^hS second type is concerned, Ds=6.0m  This 
type of antenna requires opting for the use of developing 
technology  Moreover, there is a need for beam wldths^arger than 
al,:™l,*    — ' there 1S only a requirement for 0.1» blam 
alignment precisions,  in technological terms, this i J^i» <-« 

™ -- SES-^^sSf c?MiC if Sir 

Table 3    Geostationary Satellite Beam Width 

D./m 2.5 

™mm%. <Q 
20 

(fl,/m)/radl 
6.912xl(TJ 

o,/n 5.37 

75 

1.194 X10"3 

2.23 

1.114 X10-* 

0.682 

Key:     (l)     Beam Number 

In accordance with present technological levels, opting for the use 
of antennas around 6m is appropriate p^"g XOr rne use 

Carrie^on^icles^1115 Stati°nS Which Can Be ^sported °r 
At this time,   user device antennas  are capable of roughly 
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aligning on satellites.  All that is required is 6e*5'.  Neither 
manual alignment on satellites nor rough satellite tracking on 
vehicles will g1Ve rise to difficulties.  It is thus possible to 
manually move equipment to fixed points for installation or carrv 
out antenna tracking on vehicles. Equivalent antenna parabolic 
surface diameter of De=0.4m is appropriate.  This type of 
communications system fits between fixed communications and mobile 
^Snt?f10nS- •It^S relatively appropriate for stationary 
"hfJW 5?™unicJttlons systems.  However, with regard to low 
orbit satellites, there are difficulties in tracking and alignment. 

flnlw
0"ft?

1; basiaof A-A2/Q, fi=4rrxsin2(ve/4), it is possible to 
solve for A.tm=yA.!2m,m= xD,aa (6.emin/4)-0.02741m.  The 
corresponding fmax=10.94GHz. /31 

From formula (4) and ßs/m=A2/As, it is possible to obtain 

P = SLR*X*/(A.A.) (5) 

In order to reduce P values—under contitions where As is 
determined—one ought, as much as possible, to select permissible 
minimum values of A.,.,  that is, A-0.2741ml f=10.94GHz.  It is 
already known that Qs=6.912xl0-3rad2.  At this time, As = 
mA2/fis=0.1087xm(m2), thus Ds=0.372 yV 

f.*?™,  tShe1ne,CtDSs=ro758m
(ShOUld ™Ultiply "y COVS™*°   -efficient 

This type of multiple beam Ku wave band transportable station 
or tracking capable station can be brought into Ku wave band VSAT 
fixed communications systems.  It has communications data rates 
which are much higher than hand held devices. 

MOBILf COSY
ICA^IONS

IS
 °F DEVEL0PMENT PATHS F0R CHEESE SATELLITE 

onnnrdin? to an analysis °f early user requirements, by the 
year 2000, China will have approximately 80 thousand satellite 
mobile communications users. Among these, 90% are communications 
domestic m scope.  10% are international communications.  On the 
basis of the technical analysis above, we put forward the followina 
preliminary points of view. y 

1) China should develop geostationary satellite type domestic 
and peripheral region mobile communications systems in order to 
satisfy the requirements of the 90% of domestic mobile 
communications,  in conjunction with this, attention can also be 
paid to the scarceness of roads in the border regions for 
communications, when necessary, it is also possible to pay 
attention at the same time to domestic navigation and positioning 
operations.  If 72 thousand users make use of dometsic mobile 
communications satellites—figuring on 9 hours each day, 
telephoning 3 times, and each call being 5 min—calculating that 
the use of one stationary satellite provides 2400 channels, it is 
possible to satisfy domestic requirements. Opting for the use of 
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band utilization fees are 2 u.s" dollare/min.     dolla™- Space 
2)  Systems should opt for the use of RflfBiiifa ^  ^ , 

technology as „ell ae dataswitchinl telhnollw  with tSe°fS^-°n 

«P-Älec^Ln^^^^ 

systems with limited nower  to  i ns   "sPect to digital satellite 
dLision W.iteS^?SoSSS; Älon^e^ 
carrying encryption and decryption gai?s of 3-4dB   ~P«ble of 

Speech compression encryption very, very oreatlv r«=rt,ir^e transmission code SDeeds to 1 fifchi^/o ~=, • yreaT:j-y#reduces 
capacity to enand n f!in J T^ 7.8' causing communications capacity -co expand 13 fold or achieving lldB gains 

co^nilaKon^^Ä^^ 

communications  systems. 9    YP^ device mobile 

m ,     5)     china's dual  satellite radiopositioning system   nmqcM 
ESS!! US

M w   tW°  satellites.     They operate in the L/S frequency 
bands.     Making use of  single beam coverage of China's nation??7 

navfaa?gA "noif^088^16 t0 Sat±Sfy rwir-wSi^.SoSSSS^iith navigation,   positioning,   as well as brief,   low data rate 
transmission mobile communications. 
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